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HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
 

We hope to see everyone at 

the CANS Annual Meeting in 

Monterey! 

SIGN UP TODAY! 

www.cans1.org 

 

 

 
 

 

Who we are defines the problems of national rules  
Randall W. Smith, MD, Editor 

 
his writer notes the difficulties our government has encountered as it rolled out a number of federal 

programs designed to improve medical care in our great land.  Why have these programs, most notably 

the Electronic Medical Record push, the “quality” reporting stuff and most recently Obamacare, had such 

a rough road being implemented?  The concepts behind these programs are laudable and the federal 

bureaucrats aren’t all incompetent nincompoops (though the ACA Federal Exchange does bring that to mind).  

What is it about American medicine that confounds a lot of national implementation of these programs?  The 

answer may well lie in the nature of our population and those that deliver medical care, groups who are not 

stupid or subversive and certainly are not well organized.  
 

Note that the inhabitants of Africa and the Middle Eastern countries have had many centuries developing tribal 

positions and religions, that nationalistic European counties have had fairly uniform populations and one very 

dominant religion (and have been at each other throats for centuries) and that Asia, India and Russia have 

had a well entrenched hierarchy steeped in a national religion.  America has first of all a limited 238 year history, 

no tribes, no national religion and a population who nearly all came 

from elsewhere and which really values its freedom from authoritarian 

government.  We are the proverbial cats that herd poorly.  When our 

government rolls out a program designed to fit a population, it has 

difficulty in really knowing who that population is, what it wants and 

how to shape one program that fits all.  Implementing Obamacare 

would have been a slam dunk in the Third Reich but we are not 

Germany or even as uniform as Canada or Britain. 
 

Government has done a fairly reasonable job of regulating how we 

buy a home, a car or dinner and even our polyglot populace buys 

into that order.  When it comes to medical care, with the intense variables of who is sick or injured, who will 

make them well and just how you do that, it is little wonder that one federal size does not fit all very well.  The 

problems confronting American medical care are extremely complex and so far that complexity appears to 

have in considerable part stymied the intelligence and wisdom of our leaders.  A single mother in Michigan, a 

GP in Mississippi and a hospital in Fresno are very much different 

from single mothers, GP’s and hospitals elsewhere. 
 

As we approach the time of year for predictions, this writer 

predicts that patients, docs and medical institutions will muddle 

through and eventually get it right (and as someone said “after 

we have exhausted all other possibilities”) and that we will have 

universally compatible medical records, we will eventually 

define quality and we will eventually have all our citizens able to 

easily achieve medical care without bankruptcy.  It just seems 

this country should not allow children to go hungry, 16 year olds 

to be homeless and the sick and lame to consider getting 

medical care a threat to their future. 
 

On to 2014.   

T 
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Brain Waves 
Deborah Henry, MD, Associate Editor 

 

t is very quiet in my house today.  Missing is the jingle of my dog’s collar as he paces though the house to 

make sure everyone is okay.  I had him put to sleep last night.  He had a cervical root nerve sheath tumor 

invading his spinal canal.  Retrospectively all the signs were there. Was I just not good at reading non-verbal 

clues, or had I already long ago made up my mind that I was not going to spend thousands of dollars on last-

ditch efforts to extend a dog’s life? 
 

We rescued Fluffy from the Irvine animal kennel in March of 2010.  He was probably two or three years of age 

and was named Orbit by the staff because he loved to jump in the air.  My son, who was eight at the time, took 

one look at him and decided his name should be Fluffy because, well you know, that is what he was-a medium 

size white with gold fluffy poodle-mix. 
 

Fluffy was the perfect dog for a child.  He loved people, loved to cuddle, and never even thought about biting.  

He was happiest when he was near you.  Almost immediately when he arrived, besides his amazing jumping 

powers, was a little head tilt that he had.  My sister-in-law would tell me it was not normal, but I would say if it 

were an inner ear infection, it would get better, and if it were a vestibular neuroma, it would worsen.  What I 

failed to recognize was that it was not his head he was tilting, it was his neck.  Little did I know that a right C-7 

nerve sheath tumor was growing, and he tilted his head to open up the neuroforamen.  This year he started 

limping on his right paw.  When is did not get better in a couple of months, we scheduled an appointment at 

the vets.  X-rays revealed nothing, but when the vet pushed on his paw, one nail site produced pain.  I would 

have screamed too with that much pressure.  So we had a trial of antibiotics in case in was an infection and a 

trial of anti-inflammatories for pain.   
 

The limp did not get any better.  Soon he stopped jumping.  He stopped leaping up into the SUV preferring 

instead to be picked up.  He bounced less when greeting people. We thought it might be age related, or that 

he just wanted to be picked up.  I should have realized that the anti-gravity muscles go first.   
 

He never showed me that he was in pain.  I was the alpha 

person in the house, so for me, he was stoic.  My housemate, Bea, 

however, said he would whimper sometimes when she handled 

him or when he was sleeping.   
 

When I was gone on a trip, Bea called to say Fluffy was in a lot of 

pain.  So back to the vet they went.  Neck X-rays were taken to 

look for an abnormality.  He received a steroid shot and the pain 

improved.  But now when I took him for a walk, he did not want 

to sit in order for my to put the leash on.  Little did I know the 

effort it took him to stand back up. 
  

Stephen and I went off on our Disney Cruise.  At the Key West 

stop, I called home.  Bea said Fluffy was not doing well.  Almost 

immediately after we left, he started having trouble with his entire right side.  When we returned home late 

Christmas day, he could barely walk.  The next morning, he could not even stand. So off to the vet we went. 

Fluffy resisted bending his neck forward, and the vet thinks maybe it’s a cervical disc.  I had completely 

overlooked the obvious.  Somehow I always think cancer with dogs.  Fluffy is injected with Decadron and off we 

I 

 

At Medtronic, we're committed to Innovating for 

life by pushing the boundaries of medical 

technology and changing the way the world treats 

chronic disease. 
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iFuse: Titanium Coated Implants 

go to get a MRI of his neck.  Unfortunately it is not a disc, but a tumor that is now encompassing most of his 

spinal canal.  The veterinarian radiologist consults with us, says it is malignant, and there is no way to take it out-

that there is no plane between the tumor and spinal cord.  I am quiet.  You and I know that it very well could 

be benign, and that there is always an arachnoid plane (if you can find it).  I know I can take this tumor out.  

The next morning, a steroid-enhanced Fluffy is up and walking albeit, not normally.  But I have made my 

decision.  It is the hardest decision for us doctors to make.  Just because you can do something doesn’t mean 

you should.  Don’t we face this with every end-of-life-decision?  Do we or don’t we operate on the GCS 3, the 

large intracerebral hematoma, the elderly cervical spine fracture, or the dog who had a good life with a spinal 

cord tumor?  Fluffy had three short walks, cuddles with Stephen, a day spent next to me, and Xanax wrapped 

in cheese before we left a final time for the vet. (RIP Fluffy Henry-Liu -2006 or 2007 to 12/27/2013).  
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More than 12,000 members strong, the Cooperative of American 

Physicians, Inc. provides California’s best physicians with superior 

medical professional liability coverage through its Mutual Protection 

Trust (MPT).  MPT, a market leader in the state’s medical professional 

liability arena, is the only physician-owned organization of its kind 

rated A+ (Superior) by A.M. Best.  

Medical Legal Practice Management 

 

META Dynamic Services: 
 

• SPINE NAVIGATION:  Documented time savings, no radiation, 40+ active surgeons  

• NAVIGATION SYSTEM RENTALS:  Cranial, Spine, Biopsy, Catheter Placement 

• PROFESSIONAL TECH SUPPORT:  Rentals & hospital owned systems 
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CANS MISSION STATEMENT 
 

‘An organization of Neurosurgeons to promote the 

professional education and scientific achievement of surgeons 

and quality care for Californians’ 

 

 

 

 

Tidbits from the Editor 
 

 

CSNS newsletter worth a look 
 

The Council of State Neurosurgical Societies newsletter is available on the CSNS website 

(www.csnsonline.org) and you can link to it by clicking on 

http://www.csnsonline.org/files/newsletters/CSNS%20Newsletter%20Fall%202013.pdf 

California’s Mark Linskey is currently chairman of the CSNS and the newsletter contains an interview 

with him. 

 

Last-minute extension from HHS lets physicians accept donated EHR systems 
 

The AMA Wire folks have published the following: 

Federal rules published Friday extend the ability for physicians to accept most donations of electronic 

health record (EHR) technology without violating physician referral and anti-kickback regulations. 

A previous exception for EHR donations, which requires physicians to pay at least 15 percent of the 

cost of the technology, was scheduled to sunset Dec. 31. But the U.S. Department of Health and 

Human Services (HHS) responded 

to AMA advocacy and extended 

this “safe harbor” through 2021. 

 

While the AMA had urged the 

agency to make the exception 

permanent, the new extension 

provides welcomed relief for 

physicians who continue to struggle with the high cost of implementing EHR systems. It also gives 

physicians an additional five years past HHS’ first proposal to extend the safe harbor through 2016. 

 

The rules from HHS include several notable changes beyond the extension for physicians: 

 

•  Labs are excluded from the types of entities that may donate EHR systems. 

•  The definition of “interoperable software” for the purpose of donations is updated. 

•  The requirement prohibiting any action that limits or restricts use, compatibility or interoperability of    

donated items or services is clarified. 

•  The capability for ePrescribing no longer is required. 

 
 

Newsletter the work of many 
 

As we end the 9th year of our electronic Newsletter, which I believe remains the envy of State 

Neurosurgical Societies throughout the country (not because of brilliant journalism but because we 

take the time and trouble to communicate with California neurosurgeons on a monthly basis), 

I appreciate very much all those who have made our rag what it is.   
 

 I am most appreciative of Janine Tash who fought the battle of turning the 2-3 page Microsoft Word 

http://www.csnsonline.org/
http://www.csnsonline.org/files/newsletters/CSNS%20Newsletter%20Fall%202013.pdf
http://www.ama-assn.org/ama/pub/ama-wire/ama-wire.page?plckController=Blog&plckBlogPage=BlogViewPost&UID=e38cf47a-fc5f-473b-9234-c9e714c1c8f0&plckPostId=Blog%3ae38cf47a-fc5f-473b-9234-c9e714c1c8f0Post%3a154912de-bacd-4542-90c1-8c37a71c9ded&plckScript=blogScript&plckElementId=blogDest
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newsletter of 2005 into the much better pdf version which Emily Schile has refined into a pretty darn 

slick production.  The contributions from our Associate Editors Deb Henry and Jack Bonner have 

added a personalized flavor appreciated by many including me.  Ken Ott was responsible for 

suggesting the Meetings of Interest section which I personally refer to frequently rather than going to 

each organizations Web site to find out when they are next to meet. 
  

All in all, it’s been a fun near decade and God willing, and if the creek don’t rise, we will continue to 

accomplish our goal of helping and at times entertaining the California neurosurgeon.—Ed.   

 

 
















  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
    

 

      Alphatec Spine 
® 

      Providing physician-inspired solutions for patients with spinal disorders 
 

 

Notable of the Month:  
 

A politically correct seasonal greeting, author unknown to CANS newsletter staff, is 

reproduced below from our December 2005 newsletter, slightly edited and obviously 

written by a lawyer: 

 

"Please accept with no obligation, implied or implicit, my best wishes for an 

environmentally conscious, socially responsible, low-stress, non-addictive, gender-

neutral celebration of the winter solstice holiday, practiced within the most enjoyable 

traditions of the religious persuasion of your choice, or secular practices of your 

choice, with respect for the religious/secular persuasion and/or traditions of others, or 

their choice not to practice religious or secular traditions at all. I also wish you a 

fiscally successful, personally fulfilling and medically uncomplicated recognition of 

the onset of the generally accepted calendar year 2014, but not without due respect 

for the calendars of choice of other cultures whose contributions to society have 

helped make America great. Not to imply that America is necessarily greater than 

any other country nor the only America in the Western Hemisphere. And without 

regard to the race, creed, color, age, physical ability, religious faith or sexual 

preference of the wishee. By accepting these greetings you are accepting these 

terms. This greeting is subject to clarification or withdrawal. It is freely transferable with 

no alteration to the original greeting. It implies no promise by the wisher to actually 

implement any of the wishes for herself or himself or others, and is void where 

prohibited by law and is revocable at the sole discretion of the wisher. This wish is 

warranted to perform as expected within the usual application of good tidings for a 

period of one year or until the issuance of a subsequent holiday greeting, whichever 

comes first, and warranty is limited to replacement of this wish or issuance of a new 

wish at the sole discretion of the wisher." 
. 
. 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE REPORT
Emily Schile, Executive Secretary

 

 

ATTENTION CANS MEMBERS: Do you know a neurosurgeon new to California? What about an 

existing CA neurosurgeon who isn’t yet a member? Direct them to our website: 

www.cans1.org for more information!  The more the merrier!  

REGISTRATION for the Annual meeting is ready! Sign up today!  Dr. Kaczmar has 

planned a dynamic meeting with a track event Friday morning (SPACE IS LIMITED, get in 

while you can). Information is available online at www.cans1.org or see attachment 

(REGISTRATION 2014). Fill out the paperwork and fax to 916 457-8202 or send it to 5380 Elvas 

Ave. Suite 216, Sacramento, CA 95819  

 

THE HOTEL FINAL DEADLINE IS THIS FRIDAY! 

1 800 334-3999 




SPECIAL THANKS TO THESE CONFIRMED EXHIBITORS! 

Aesculap Implant Systems 

Alphatec Spine 

Arbor Pharmaceuticals 

Biomet Spine 

Boston Scientific Neuromodulation 

BrainLab 

Codman 

Cooperative of American Physicians 

(CAP) 

DePuy Synthes Spine 

Doctors Company 

 

 

ExamWorks 

KLS Martin 

Medtronic 

META Dynamic 

Mizuho 

Nuvasive 

Olympus Biotech Corp. 

PMT Corporation 

Q Surgical 

Stryker 

SI-Bone 

Zimmer Spine




 







http://www.cans1.org/
http://www.cans1.org/
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Any CANS member who is looking for a new associate/partner/PA/NP or who is looking for a position (all 

California neurosurgery residents are CANS members and get this newsletter) is free to submit a 150 word 

summary of a position available or of one’s qualifications for a two month posting in this newsletter.  Submit your 

text to the CANS office by E-mail (emily@cans1.org) or fax (916-457-8202)—Ed. 


 

he assistance of Emily Schile and Dr. Ted Kaczmar in the preparation of this newsletter is acknowledged 

and appreciated.   

 

 To place a newsletter ad, contact the executive office for complete price list and details. 

 

 Comments can be sent to the editor, Randall W. Smith, M.D., at rws-avopro@sbcglobal.net  

or to the CANS office emily@cans1.org.   

 

 Past newsletter issues are available on the CANS website at www.cans1.org.    

 

 If you do not wish to receive this newsletter in the future, please E-mail, phone or fax Emily Schile 

(emily@cans1.org, 916-457-2267 t, 916-457-8202 f) with the word “unsubscribe” in the subject line.  

 

 T 

Meetings of Interest for the next 12 months: 
 

CANS Annual Meeting, Monterey Bay Resort, January 17-19, 2014, Monterey, CA 
AANS/CNS Joint Cerebrovascular Section:  Annual Meeting, Feb. 10-11, 2014, San Diego, CA 

Southern Neurosurgical Society:  Annual Meeting, February 19-22, 2014, San Juan, Puerto Rico  

AANS/CNS Joint Spine Section:  Annual Meeting, March 5-8, 2014, Orlando, FL 

CSNS Meeting, April 4-5, 2014, San Francisco, CA 

AANS/CNS Joint Pain Section Bi-Annual Meeting, April 4, 2014, San Francisco, CA 

AANS:  Annual Meeting, April 5-9, 2014, San Francisco, CA 

Nsurg. Soc. of Amer: Ann. Mt., June 8-11, 2014, St.Andrews-by-the Sea, New Brunswk, Canada  

Rocky Mountain Neurosurgical Society:  Ann. Meeting, June 14-18, 2014, Victoria, B.C., Canada 

New England Neurosurgical Society:  Annual  Meeting, June 26-28, 2014, Brewster, MA 

Western Neurosurgical Society: Annual Meeting, August 16-19, 2014, Sun Valley, ID 

CSNS Meeting, October 17-18, 2014, Boston, MAncisco, CA 

Congress of Neurological Surgeons: Annual Meeting, October 18 - 22, 2014, Boston, MA 

North American Spine Society:  Annual Meeting, November 12-15, 2014, San Francisco, CA San F  

AANS/CNS Joint Pediatric NS Section: Ann. Meeting, 2014, TBA 

North American Neuromodulation Society: Annual meeting, 2014 TBA 

Cervical Spine Research Society: Ann. Meet., Dec 4-6, 2014,  Hyatt Regency Grand Cypress, Orlando, FL 

F  

 

 

mailto:emily@cans1.org
mailto:rws-avopro@sbcglobal.net
mailto:emily@cans1.org
../../../../../../../../CANS/NEWSLETTERS/Application%20Data/Mar2011/CANS/NEWSLETTERS/My%20Documents/Application%20Data/Microsoft/Jan2010Newsltr/www.cans1.org
mailto:emily@cans1.org
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NuVasive® is an innovative 

medical device company focused on developing minimally  disruptive surgical products and 

procedures for the spine. Our mission is to improve the lives of patients who suffer from debilitating back, 

neck, or leg pain by creating cutting-edge products and procedures that revolutionize spine surgery. 

 

 

 

 

CANS Board of Directors 
 
President  Theodore Kaczmar, Jr, MD Salinas   

President-Elect Kimberly A. Page, MD  Redding  

1st Vice-Pres Deborah C. Henry, MD Newport Beach 

2nd Vice-Pres Phillip Kissel, MD  San Luis Obispo  

Secretary  Praveen V. Mummaneni, MD  San Francisco  

Treasurer Kenneth Blumenfeld, MD San Jose 

Immed Past Pres Austin R. T. Colohan, MD Loma Linda  

Past President  Marc A. Vanefsky, MD  Anaheim  

   

 

Directors 

       Northern CA Michel Kliot, MD  San Francisco  

   John K. Ratliff, MD  Stanford  

   Marshal Rosario, MD  Campbell  

          Southern CA Langston Holly, MD  Los Angeles  

   Frank Hsu, MD   UCI  

   Bob Carter, MD  San Diego 

   Patrick R.L. Rhoten, MD Beverly Hills  

 

Consultants Moustapha Abou-Samra, MD Ventura  

   John T. Bonner, MD  Fresno   

   William L. Caton III, MD Pasadena    

   Philipp M. Lippe, MD  San Jose  

   Donald J. Prolo, MD  San Jose  

   J. Ronald Rich, MD  Santa Monica  

   Lawrence M. Shuer, MD Stanford  

   Randall W. Smith, MD  Escondido  

   Patrick J. Wade, MD  Glendale 

   Kenneth Ott, MD  San Diego  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Executive Secretary Emily Schile 

emily@cans1.org 
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Randy Smith, M.D. 
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John Bonner, M.D. 
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This newsletter is published 

monthly from the Executive Office: 
 

California Association  

of 

 Neurological Surgeons 
5380 Elvas Avenue 

Suite 216 

Sacramento, CA 95819 

Tel 916 457-2267 

Fax 916 457-8202 
www.cans1.org 
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